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PHYSICS OF THE ELECTRIC CHARGE�A. StaruszkiewizMarian Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Polande-mail: astar�th.if.uj.edu.pl(Reeived June 5, 2002)The equality of eletron's and proton's eletri harges is the most im-pressive numerial oinidene in Nature. It has no generally aepted ex-planation. The Author presents arguments to the e�et that this unusualdegeneray is of kinematial rather than dynamial origin.PACS numbers: 12.20.DsFor vast majority of physiists the eletri harge is simply a onstantparameter in the Shrödinger equation and no speial physis is attahedto it. Suh a physis, however, does exist and an be summarised in thefollowing three questions.(1) Why is the eletri harge quantised?This is strange beause the eletri harge an be determined from the Gausslaw as an integral over an in�nitely large sphere. Hene, from Heisenberg'sunertainty priniple, eletri harge is a zero-frequeny phenomenon. Weknow that for very low frequenies laws of quantum physis beome lassial,for example the Plank distribution goes over into the Rayleigh�Jeans distri-bution, the Compton sattering beomes the Thomson sattering, intensitiesof low frequeny radiation beome alulable from the lassial eletrody-namis et. Thus the eletri harge displays a quantal behaviour whih onewould not expet on the basis of existing knowledge.(2) Why is it quantised in a universal way?Eletron's and proton's eletri harges are equal with the observationalauray 10�20 [1℄: ee = ep(1� 10�20) df= e :� Presented at the Photons, Atoms and All That, PAAT 2002 Conferene, CraowPoland, May 31�June 1, 2002. (2041)



2042 A. StaruszkiewizThis is by far the most impressive numerial oinidene in Nature andhas no explanation. Just ompare it with another apparently aidentaloinidene, that of inertial and gravitational masses of marosopi bodies:mi = mg � 1� 10�8 for Einstein1� 10�12 for us today � :This oinidene gave rise to the General Theory of Relativity, a truly noveloneption of spae-time. It is evident that something very important mustlie behind an apparently aidental oinidene whih holds with the absurdauray 10�20, but we fail to grasp it.(3) Why e2 = ~137:036?During the Glorious Days of Physis (a term invented by organisers of ErieShools of Physis) this question was onsidered to be the most importantquestion in physis. Pauli, given a hane to ask just one question of God,would ask (3).This apparently has hanged. Modern sentiment is aptly desribed byDavid Gross [2℄:�Today's physiist, given a similar opportunity to ask one question of theSupreme Physiist, would probably not waste it on e2=~, but would ratherask, `Why are there three generations of quarks and leptons?' or `Whydoes the osmologial onstant vanish?' or `Why is spae-time four dimen-sional?' �My own position on this problem is this: questions proposed by Grossare undoubtedly important but our inability to answer them reveals simplya lak of knowledge. Questions (1), (2), and (3) about the eletri hargeare both important and embarrassing, our inability to answer them revealsa lak of oherene in our present understanding of physis.We shall never know everything but our aepted knowledge should beoherent: that is what theoretial physis amounts to. For this reason I willomment on important and embarrassing questions (1), (2), and (3).Lak of oherene is best illustrated by the statement of Berestetskii,Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii on the appliability of the lassial �eld onept.Aording to Berestetskii, Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii [3℄ the eletromagneti�eld F�� is approximately lassial if (~ = 1 = )qF 201 + F 202 + F 203(�t)2 � 1 :Here �t is the time interval over whih the �eld an be averaged withoutbeing substantially hanged. For a stati �eld this time interval is obvi-ously in�nite and, therefore, onlude Berestetskii, Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii,a stati �eld is always lassial.



Physis of the Eletri Charge 2043In many ases this onlusion is evidently orret and justi�es the om-mon pratie of desribing the eletri interation in atoms and moleules bymeans of a lassial, -number Coulomb potential with a lassial, -numberharge as a oe�ient. However, taken literally it leads to an embarrassingquestion: why should a lassial objet have a quantised sale? Bohr intro-dued lassial orbits with a quantised sale in his theory of hydrogen atomand these orbits were universally felt intolerable. Why should we tolerate,90 years later, exatly the same idea for the Coulomb �eld?It is lear that the only way to avoid the onlusion of Berestetskii,Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii is to �nd some natural limit on the time interval �t.My favourite idea is that suh a limit is provided by the ausal (light-one)struture of spae-time.Consider, for example, Brehmstrahlung generated when a harged par-tile is sattered at the origin of the oordinate system, its world line beingx�(s) = �u�s for s < 0 ,w�s for s > 0 ,where u and w are two di�erent four-veloities. De�ne, after Dira, theradiation �eld as the di�erene between the retarded �eld and the advaned�eld. It is lear that this di�erene vanishes identially inside the future andpast light-one of the origin. Hene the averaging time is naturally limitedby the opening of the light-one:�r < t < r ; r =px2 + y2 + z2 :The �eld outside the light-one is a di�erene of two Coulomb �elds movingwith four-veloities u and w respetively i.e., for dimensional reasons, it isa Coulomb �eld multiplied by a kinematial, veloity and angle dependentfator, whih is learly irrelevant for our analysis and whih an be madeof order 1 by a suitable hoie of angle and veloity. Thus the Berestetskii,Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii inequality takes on the formjQjr2 (2r)2 � 1 i :e: jQj � 14 = p1374p137 = 2:93e :The eletri harge is a lassial objet if it is substantially larger than 3elementary harges. This is eminently sensible, espeially if one takes intoaount that this inequality was obtained from the numerial value of the�ne struture onstant whose origin is unknown. We see two things: thatthe �ne struture onstant has the right value and that my idea that thelight-one provides the natural limit on the averaging time �tmay be sound.My seond example onerns the very essene of the eletri harge: thefat that, on the strength of the Gauss law, the eletri harge �lives� at the



2044 A. Staruszkiewizspatial in�nity. At the spatial in�nity the entire eternity of time, formallyin�nite, is limited by the opening of the light-one:�r < t < r :The Coulomb �eld falls o�, regardless of the shape of harge density, ina universal, geometri way and the Berestetskii, Lifshitz, and Pitaevskiiinequality gives again jQjr2 (2r)2 � 1 i :e: jQj � 3e ;as the ondition for lassial behaviour of the eletri harge.Up to now I have used the apparently obvious notion of a stati �eld ina rather loose way. However, this notion an be made preise by means ofthe notion of free mobility: a book an be shifted upon a table but a gloveannot be shifted upon a hand beause a book and a table have the propertyof free mobility whih a glove and a hand do not have. To grasp the idea offree mobility mathematiians have oined the notion of the Lie derivative: ageometri objet g an be shifted along the lines of the vetor �eld � if theLie derivative ¿�g = 0. Let us apply this to the eletromagneti �eld whihin this ontext has to be desribed by the vetor potential A�(x) beausethe vetor potential is the oordinate for the eletromagneti �eld.We say that the �eld A�(x) is stati if it an be translated without hangein a time-like diretion i.e. if$�A� df= ���A��x� +A� ����x� = 0for � generating a time-like translation, for example for �0 = 1; �1 = �2 =�3 = 0. The trouble with this de�nition is that it is not gauge invariant:$�A� df= ���A��x� +A� ����x�= ���A��x� + ��x� �A����� ���A��x�= ��F�� + ��x� �A���� :The last term spoils the gauge invariane of the Lie derivative of the poten-tial. However, it is a gradient and we do have right to drop it, that is whatgauge invariane amounts to. Dropping it atually we arrive at the gaugeinvariant notion of the Lie derivative of the potential$�A� = ��F�� ;



Physis of the Eletri Charge 2045whih has been atually proposed a long time ago by professor Trautman [4℄on the basis of a theory whih treats the vetor potential as a sort of on-netion. However, for the gauge invariant Lie derivative the Coulomb �eldis not stati: $�A� = ��F�� = F0� 6= 0 :In this way we have arrived at a dilemma summarised at the table below.$�A� = �� �A��x� +A� ����x� $�A� = ��F��The Coulomb �eld is stati but thevery notion of being stati is notgauge invariant. The notion of being stati is gaugeinvariant but the Coulomb �eld isnot stati.Faing a dilemma we have to make a value judgement. My own valuejudgement is this: in Eletrodynamis gauge invariane is more importantthan anything else. For this reason I hoose, following professor Trautman,the seond possibility and onlude that the Coulomb �eld is not stati,something is moving in the Coulomb �eld.You an see the orretness of this onlusion from the following remark:the Lagrange funtion of the eletromagneti �eld is known to be equal to18� Z �E2 �H2� dxdydz ;where E is the eletri �eld and H is the magneti �eld. But the entire �eldis just a olletion of osillators, whih means that18� Z E2dxdydzis the kineti energy of the �eld. If this integral does not vanish then thekineti energy of the �eld does not vanish whih means again that somethingis moving in the Coulomb �eld.



2046 A. Staruszkiewiz[By the way, there are people who write about duality �symmetry� of Maxwell'sequations and are surprised that magneti monopoles do not exist. Those peopleforget that symmetry in physis is a symmetry of Hamilton's ation, not of equa-tions of motion. The duality transformationE ! H ;H ! �E ;hanges the sign of the Lagrange funtion and thus is not a symmetry at all.℄What is moving in the Coulomb �eld?It is di�ult to answer this question in general. However, at the spatialin�nity the answer exists and is ompletely unambiguous, in partiular it isgauge invariant. The moving omponent is identi�ed as follows.If the total harge does not vanish then at the spatial in�nity the �eldF��(x) must be homogeneous of degree �2:F��(�x) = ��2F��(x) for eah � > 0 :Assume that A�(�x) = ��1A�(x) for eah � > 0 :Then x� �A��x� = �A�from Euler's theorem on homogeneous funtions. Thereforex�F�� = x� ��A��x� � �A��x� � = ��x� (x�A�)� Æ��A� +A� = ��x� (x�A�) :Thus the whole ontent of the �eld is ontained in the gauge invariant fun-tion x�A�(x). It is gauge invariant beause when we try to perform a gaugetransformation A�(x)! A�(x) + �f(x)�x�the funtion f(x) must be homogeneous of degree zero and thereforex� �f(x)�x� = 0again from Euler's theorem on homogeneous funtions.For the Coulomb �eldA0 = Qr ; A1 = A2 = A3 = 0



Physis of the Eletri Charge 2047and x�A�(x) = Qtr :This funtion is gauge invariant while the Coulomb potential from whih itwas obtained is not. This gauge invariant funtion is the moving omponentof the Coulomb �eld.We see that two independent lines of inquiry indiate at the spatial in-�nity as the natural arena for the quantum theory of the eletri harge: atthe spatial in�nity we have a natural limitation of the averaging time �tneeded to make the eletri harge a quantum objet and we have addition-ally unambiguous identi�ation of the moving omponent of the Coulomb�eld.Steven Weinberg [5℄ gives the general relation between the harge density� and the phase S of a seond quantised soure of the eletromagneti �eld:� is the momentum anonially onjugate with S=e. Imposing the usualanonial ommutation relation and integrating it over the entire Cauhysurfae we obtain [Q;S(x)℄ = ie ;where Q = Z �dxdydzis the total eletri harge. In general this ommutation relation is uselessbeause we have no spei� information about the phase S(x). Imagine,however, that the ommutation relation [Q;S(x)℄ = ie ontinues to holdalso at the spatial in�nity i.e. forxx = (x0)2 � (x1)2 � (x2)2 � (x3)2 ! �1 :It is di�ult to see why this should not be the ase. At the spatial in�nityall information about soures of the eletromagneti �eld is erased and weare left with only one andidate for the phase S(x), namely the funtionx�A�(x). I put forward the hypothesis that at the spatial in�nityS(x) = �ex�A�(x) :The two equations [Q;S(x)℄ = ie ;S(x) = �ex�A�(x)form together a losed kinematial sheme. Whether true or false, thissheme is an example of a oneptual struture in whih there is a plae



2048 A. Staruszkiewizfor only one onstant e. (In QED one an have as many onstants e as onewishes.)Let me eluidate the nature of the hypothesis. The angular dependeneof the phase impliit in the funtion x�A�(x) must be there, this follows fromMaxwell's equations. The onstant e must also be there for dimensionalreasons. The only hoie left is a onstant, dimensionless proportionalityfator. Our hypothesis onsists in puttingS(x) = �1 � ex�A�(x) :Replaing 1 by another number one obtains a di�erent hypothesis. Thereare several informal justi�ations of this hypothesis. Consider, for example,the Coulomb �eld at rest. Its phase, aording to our hypothesis, is�ex�A�(x) = �etQr = �eQr t :This phase looks like the phase of a stationary state driven by the Coulombenergy. Everyone would be surprised to �nd another numerial fator infront of it.Some tehnial details onneted with the above theory an be foundin [6℄. REFERENCES[1℄ J.E. Ellis, Phil. Trans. Roy. So. London A310, 279 (1983).[2℄ D.J. Gross, Physis Today, Deember 1989, page 9.[3℄ V.B. Berestetskii, E.M. Lifshitz, L.P. Pitaevskii, Relativisti Quantum Theory,Vol. 4 of Course of Theoretial Physis, Pergamon Press, Oxford 1971, Eq. (5.2)on page 14.[4℄ A. Trautman, Fiber Bundles, Gauge Fields and Gravitation, in General Rela-tivity and Gravitation, ed. by A. Held, Plenum Press, New York 1980.[5℄ S. Weinberg, The Quantum Theory of Fields, Vol.2, page 372 in the Polishedition, PWN, Warsaw 1999.[6℄ A. Staruszkiewiz, Ann. Phys. (New York) 190, 354 (1989).


